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Abstract
Up to this present time, self access language learning (SALL) has become an interesting topic for study. Many scholars have devoted their attention to the study on this topic that many of their papers are published in Studies in Self-Access Learning journal. Though many studies have discussed this topic, the websites that can be integrated into SALL as a strategic way to facilitate the autonomous learning remains underresearched. This paper is based on a research looking at the integration of websites into SALL from the perspective of SALL materials in an online SALL centre. It looks at which English language skills are offered as SALL materials and which websites provide SALL materials. The data concerning these two themes were collected from the online visit to Self Access Centre and Independent Learning (SACIL) set up at the University of Waikato. SALL materials in SACIL include general language skills, grammar, reading, listening, speaking and pronunciation, writing, punctuation, vocabulary and spelling, IELTS, and study skills and exam preparation which are linked to a large number of websites. With these website-based SALL materials the learners all over the world can finally practice their English skills autonomously.
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Introduction
Self-access learning plays an important role in language education in many parts of the world (Gardner and Miller, 2011). In this role it was firstly established in CRAPEL (Centre de Recherches et d'Applications Pdagogiques en Langues) at the University of Nancy, France (Gremmo and Riley, 1995). Since then, it has been developed in such locations as the United States, throughout Europe, Asia, and elsewhere around the globe (McMurry, Tanner, Anderson, 2010). As a consequence, SALL has finally become an interesting topic for study by many scholars up to the present time.

In Studies in Self-Access Learning (SISAL) journal, for example, the article Autonomous Language Learning in Self-Access Spaces Moodle in Action discusses that the concept of autonomous language learning (ALL) opportunities using moodle can be woven into practice (Dofs, K., and Hobbs, M., 2016). In addition, in the article Accessibility and the Promotion of Autonomous EFL Reading, Cheetham, C., Elliott, M., Harper, A., and Ito, M., (2017) state that the main library plays an important role in the ER program by making students responsible for their own learning and initiative, but the mobile library proves to be more successful at getting students to engage in ER and develop autonomous reading skills. As well as these two articles, there are also many others that can be accessed from SISAL journal or other journals relating English language teaching and learning.

Although many scholars have devoted their attention to the study on SALL, the two papers above and the others published in SISAL journal or others can certainly lead the other scholars to conduct many further studies on the same topic but in different object, because SALL has become the interesting topic for study up to the present time. For these reasons, this current study focuses its discussion on the basis of a research looking at the integration of website into SALL from the perspective of SALL materials which are provided in Self Access Centre and Independent Learning (SACIL) established at the University of Waikato. With this focus, the study finally aims at exploring and describing which English language skills as SALL materials are offered at SACIL and which websites are linked to the SALL materials offered at SACIL.

Literature Review
Websites
It is the fact that website has its vital role in English language teaching and learning (ELTL). For this fact, Kir and Kayak (2013) argue that the role of websites in learning foreign languages has been progressively increasing due to the educational technology development. As a result, in this era of
digital technology like nowadays, the emergence of website in ELTL cannot be avoided by the teachers of both English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and English as a Second Language (ESL). In other words, the teachers of EFL and ESL have to consider it as an important thing that they cannot ignore in their teaching activities. Concerning this importance of website in ELTL, Murray and McPherson (2004) point out that many ESL websites offer teaching materials, lessons plans, games and other instructional resources that are freely available to students and teachers.

As website is important in ELTL because of the development in educational technology, it certainly has many benefits in ELTL. According to Motteram (2013), the digital technologies give benefits to both teachers that they can work with the learners and the learners that they can work independently and make their language possible. In the words of Lynch and Campos (2014) using technology development in the language class has at least such advantages as making the learner more interested about the subject, decreasing learning time, and providing opportunities to learn in non-traditional ways. Paying attention to these benefits/advantages of website in ELTL due to the educational technology development, it is therefore appropriately necessary to integrate website into SALL.

**Self-access language learning (SALL)**

To discuss SALL in this paper, it is firstly important to understand what the term self-access means. This term is defined as in the following definition.

Self-access is a way of describing learning materials that are designed and organised in such a way that students can select and work on tasks on their own (although this does not preclude the possibility of various kinds of support), and obtain feedback on their performance, for example by comparing their answers to a key which accompanies the material (Sheerin, 1991 cited in Slavia, 2000).

According to this definition, learning materials designed and organised in such a way are certainly very important in setting up SALL. As a result, the learners in SALL have their own responsibility to select the designed and organised learning materials and work on their own. In addition, in SALL they can obtain feedback on their performance by comparing their answers attached to the materials. From this point, SALL is based on the learner-centred approach, which supports learning based on students active rather than passive participation (Gibbs, 1995 cited in Papadima-Sophocleous, 2013), on student (rather than teacher) responsibility for learning and on autonomous learning. SALL is most frequently established in SALL institution or Self Access Centre, such as SACIL set up at the University of Waikato.

**Autonomous learning**

Scholars have defined autonomous learning in different ways. On the one hand, it means the ability of the learners to take charge of their own learning (Holec, 1981). In addition, it is a capacity for detachment, critical reflection, decision-making and independent action (Littlewood, 1991). On the other hand, it is defined as the capacity to take control of ones own learning (Benson, 2001). Although autonomous learning is differently defined, it leads into an understanding that the autonomous learners are those who have capacity to be responsible for taking charge of, detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, independent action, and taking control of their won learning. For this understanding, it is necessary for the teachers to think of how to facilitate the autonomous learning strategically.

To answer this question, it is necessary to pay attention to the emergence of websites provided by the Internet. In the digital era like nowadays, the websites have contributed their advantages to ELTL (see Lynch and Campos, 2014, Motteram, 2013, and Murray and McPherson, 2004) such as offering materials, making the learners more interested about the subject, decreasing learning time, and providing opportunities to learn in non-traditional ways. Paying attention to these benefits of websites in ELTL, it is therefore important to integrate the websites into SALL as a strategical way to facilitate the autonomous learning.

**Method**

This paper is based on research looking at the integration of websites into SALL from the perspective of SALL materials in an online SALL at SACIL established at the University of Waikato. It focuses on exploring and describing the integration of websites into SALL as a strategic way to facilitate the autonomous learning at SACIL. For this focus, the two research questions are formulated as in the followings.

RQ-1: Which English language skills as SALL materials are offered at SACIL?
RQ-2: Which websites are linked to SALL materials at SACIL?
In order to get the answers of the research questions above, the data concerning the two research questions were collected from the online visit to SACIL set up at the University of Waikato. The collected data were then presented into figures that can be seen in the section below.

**Result and Discussion**

*Self Access Center and Independent Learning at the University of Waikato*

A main purpose of SALL establishment is the fostering of autonomous learning (Fisher et al., 2007; Gardner and Miller, 1997, 1999; Morrison, 2008; Sheerin, 1989 cited in Gardner and Miller, 2011). Regarding this purpose, Self Access Centre and Independent Learning (SACIL) set up under English Language Resource Centre at the University of Waikato is to foster the autonomous learning of the students of the University of Waikato. With this kind of learning mode, SACIL aims at improving language learning and research skills for further tertiary study, as well as to help with life in New Zealand.

In order the students can improve their English skills through the autonomous learning, SACIL offers both offline and online SALL materials. In term of offline materials, there is an extensive collection of language books with answer keys, audio, and reference. In addition, in term of online SALL materials, in SACIL the students can practice their English language skills from SALL materials mentioned in the figure below.

![Online SALL Materials at SACIL](image)

The figure above shows that there are ten core subjects for online SALL materials at SACIL. They include General Language Skills, Grammar, Reading, Listening, Speaking and Pronunciation, Writing, Punctuation, Vocabulary and Spelling, IELTS, and Study Skills and Exam Preparation. Not only the students of the University of Waikato can learn those materials, but other learners over the world can also access each of such English language skills online either inside or outside the SACIL room because those materials are linked to a large number of websites. From these SALL materials, the learners can select one of them they need. Using their personal computers, laptops, or smartphones they can then access those materials anywhere, anytime they like. When they click each of them, such materials and websites will appear as in the following figures.
Figure 2. General Language Skills

Free websites:
- a4ol.org - activities for ESL Students
- BBC - Skillwise English & Maths for adults
- British Council - two free apps for learning English on the go
- Business English exercises linked to the Straightforward 2nd ed. textbooks for pre-intermediate, intermediate and upper intermediate levels (choose your level and click "Search the Archive")
- Busy Teacher - latest articles for teachers
- Cambridge University Press - independent learning activities which are linked to textbooks
- Clarity English - free app for IELTS prep
- DOT - Learner Resources - driving tests (the NZ Road Code theory questions updated for 2014)
- Exercises linked to the new Hashway textbooks
- EnglishLearner.com - online English exercises on grammar, reading, vocabulary and listening (beginner to advanced levels)
- English Central - learn English with videos - over 9,000, (need to register)
- ESOL Courses - free English Lessons online
- Some Free English online exercises - selfaccess.com website
- GameZone - play English language games online
- Literacy Waikato - the Online Books Page (Free E-Books)
- MOOC - free online courses on various subjects
- Nottingham University - independent learning activities
- The Free Dictionary by Farlex - dictionary, synonyms, idioms, word a day, articles etc...

Figure 3. Grammar

Free websites:
- British Council - grammar and vocabulary practice
- Cambridge Apps - New English Grammar in Use mobile app - Purchase from Amazon.com, Google Play and Apps Store for iPad, iPhone and Android
- Dave's ESL CAFE - grammar lessons
- English Club - grammar lessons
- English Grammar - grammar lessons and downloadable worksheets in pdf format
- English Grammar Secrets - grammar lessons
- efl resources - grammar lessons
- ESL Studyland Grammar - student quizzes and activities
- ESLG Courses - online Grammar, Quizzes and Games
- Frankfurt International School (FIS) - Grammar Exercises
- Grammar Ninjas - identify parts of speech
- GrammarCheck - grammar tips and useful examples
- Hancock McDonald - grammar materials for elementary to upper intermediate levels
- Highlights Within English Grammar List - basic English grammar
- McDougall Litell Classzone - click on Grammar Arcade to access Arcade type grammar games
- Neok12 Games - basic games to practice English grammar
- Self Access Learning Centre - grammar activities
- University of Ottawa - parts of speech
- Woodward English - English grammar games
**Reading**

**Free websites:**
- English Club - reading lessons
- English Online Exercises - free ESOL Self Access reading exercises (beginner to advanced levels)
- ESL Partyland - reading - student quizzes and activities
- ESOL Courses - online Reading Lessons and Activities
- Extensive Reading Central - learn words, read and listen in English free of charge. You need to register.
- Fishpond - some free ebooks, and some you need to pay for
- Global - reading practice, with exercises for pre intermediate to upper intermediate levels
- Loyal Books - free downloadable public domain ebooks
- National Centre of Literacy and Numeracy for Adults - NZ books, audio versions of books and learners’ guides.
- News in Levels - news website for English language students (levels 1-3: 1000-3000 useful words)
- NZ Driving Tests - information and quizzes for driving in NZ
- NZ Herald Online

**Listening**

**Free websites:**
- BBC - you can also download listening to use later, including good listening practice in "6 Minute English"
- BBC Online News
- CNN Online News
- English Club - listening lessons
- ESL News New Zealand - Listen to New Zealand news spoken slowly and clearly, using easy vocabulary
- ESOL Courses - online Listening Lessons for ESL Students
- ESOL Courses - Learn English With Songs
- ESOL Courses - online Word Search Puzzles
- elt-resourcefull - downloadable lessons for listening
- elt-resourcefull - downloadable materials for listening (exploiting authentic recordings and videos)
- Hancock McDonald - listening materials for elementary to upper intermediate levels
- Inside Out - video lessons with worksheets
- IOP Physics World - scientific explanations on video
Figure 6. Speaking and Pronunciation

Free websites:
- **English Central** – learn English with videos (need to register)
- **English Club** – pronunciation lessons
- **English Club** – speaking lessons
- **elt-resourceful** – free downloadable lessons
- **ESL Partyland** – sites for tongue twisters
- **Hancock McDonald** – speaking materials for elementary to upper intermediate levels
- **Hancock McDonald** – pronunciation materials for elementary to upper intermediate levels
- **Rachel’s English** – pronunciation resource
- **Self Access Learning Center** – pronunciation activities
- **Self Access Learning Center** – speak with an English/other language speaker via a website or video chat
- **The Phonetics** – a phonetics app which can be downloaded. It shows models of the oral movement and the flow of breath when pronouncing the different sounds.
- **Say Again?** – Waikato Pathways College online pronunciation exercises

Figure 7. Writing

**Writing**

**Beginner to Intermediate levels:**
- **English Club** – writing lessons
- **ESL GALAXY** – writing exercises with answers, and worksheets for beginner to intermediate levels
- **ESOL Courses** – online Gap Fills and Cloze Exercises
- **Smore** – create free online flyers using text & graphics

**English for Academic Purposes (EAP):**
- **APA Referencing Style Guide, Central Library, University of Waikato** – how to reference using the APA style
- **Central and Teaching Resources Libraries, University of Waikato** – tutorials, referencing guides & questions
- **elt-resourceful** – free downloadable writing lessons
- **Massey University** – digital resources for academic study; including podcasts and downloadable guides
- **Massey University** – download guides for tertiary level writing
- **Purdue University Online Writing Lab (OWL)** – general writing
Figure 8. Punctuation

Figure 9. Vocabulary and Spelling
Figure 2 to Figure 11 indicate that the students or the learners have choices to select the websites provided by each of the core subjects they like, just by clicking one by one of the websites. Figure 3, for example, provides a list of websites relating to grammar materials that the learners can use to improve their grammar skills. They can do this, just by clicking each of the available websites. For example, when they click British Council – grammar and vocabulary practice, the display will be in the following figure.
This figure provide a large number of topics concerning the grammar. The learners can select one of them that they like or need from the available materials on the right side from A to Z. The materials in A, for example, include Adjectives and Prepositions, Adjectives (gradable/non-gradable), Adjectives ending -ed and -ing, Article 1, and Articles 2. As well as from this side, the learners can also learn Grammar by dragging the cursor to Grammar button between Skills button and Vocabulary button and the three topics will appear in this button namely Basic grammar, Intermediate grammar, and English Grammar. From these materials the learners can access them by clicking one by one of them.

In addition, in this figure the learners cannot only access the grammar materials for their learning, they can also learn other materials through such topics relating to English learning materials as skills, vocabulary, Business English, General English, and IELTS. These materials are on the top page of the website. For example, the students of Business Faculty, they can drag the cursor to the button Business English and such three choices of material topics as You’re Hired, Podcasts for Professionals, and Business magazine will appear on the website page. If You’re Hired is clicked, the website page will be in the following figure.
The figure above indicates that there is a series of materials offered by Business English with the topic You’re Hired. In this figure, the two episodes (Episode 01 and Episode 02) are of the 10 episodes. In order to have Episode 03 to Episode 10, the learners have to drag the cursor down on the page. Each episode consists of a video, two tasks (Task 1 and Task 2), and transcript that can be downloaded. With the contents of each episode, the learners can improve their listening ability by completing the two tasks while they are watching the video. To complete these tasks, they can click each task provided on the page or they can use the worksheet that they have to download first. After completing the tasks, in addition they can check their answers themselves with the answer key provided at the bottom of the worksheet. From this point, the learners themselves can evaluate their listening ability and finally they can direct themselves to decide their learning strategy.

Paying attention to SACIL set up in the University of Waikato, it is obvious enough that according to Murray and McPherson (2004) websites offer teaching materials. As a result, the EFL and ESL teachers can use them to establish SALL to facilitate their students in the framework of promoting their autonomous learning.

Conclusion

In the digital era like nowadays, the emergence of websites cannot be separated from the activities of English language teaching and learning. In other words the teachers of both English as a foreign language and English as a second language cannot ignore and avoid the websites in the framework of helping their students improve their English ability. In term of fostering their autonomous learning, the teachers or educators can use websites as a strategic way to facilitate them with a large number of materials offered by the websites provided by the Internet. Using the website-based materials they can finally set up an online Self Access Language Learning Centre (SALLC). In addition, with this centre the students can promote their autonomous learning in the framework of improving their English skills with the online materials the centre provides. To access the materials, they must certainly use their computers connected to the Internet or their smartphones anytime and anywhere they like. However, this online SALLC can of course become in trouble because of the Internet connection. In low connection, for example, it will be difficult for the learners to access the materials. As a result, it is certainly necessary for SALLC provider to keep the Internet connection in stable condition in order that the autonomous learning process in SALLC can run well.
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